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ON AVERAGE A HIRING
MANAGER SPENDS ONLY
SECONDS LOOKING AT 
& REVIEWING A CV.

Your CV should outline your academic, professional and personal achievements, and your professional goals and
aspirations. Here is an example of the different sections you can create:

A well-written CV will not only help you get an interview, 
it will also continue to work for you throughout the recruitment process. 
Use your CV during the interview to focus the interviewer on your achievements. Afterwards, it will be re-read to sum
up the candidates and to make the final hiring decision – you or them.

Your Curriculum Vitae is one of the most important documents that you’ll ever write.  It’s one of the only communication
tools you have to get on the next rung of the career ladder, so you need to make a great impression from the first
page. Think of your CV like it’s your personal publicist. 

WINNING CV
Write a

Your CV tells your (hopefully) new boss how
awesome you are and, more importantly, why you’re
a better choice than anyone else. But (and this is a
big ‘but’) your CV needs to do all of this in just a few
seconds, amid a shouting throng of other CVs all
competing for your job.

HOBBIES/INTERESTS

A brief description, in a few lines, of your experience.
This is the first thing the recruiters will read: make sure
it's highlighting your strengths, how many years of
experience you have. It's about describing your work
personality: punctual, hard-worker, diligent, etc.

List all relevant experiences in your industry, starting
with the most recent one. In New-Zealand, you are
not restricted to a one-pager, it is common practice
to have a 3-page CV. 

REFERENCES

Those can be the technical skills you have, like the
software you've worked with, or the languages you
speak. If you have any certifications, it's time to
show-off!

Have referees ready to go! You can let recruiters
know that referees are available upon request, so
they do not get contacted without your knowledge.

This section can be used by recruiters to get to know
you better during interviews: you can list any
volunteer work or hobby you have.

Some employers may require proof of qualifications,
it will help the recruitment process if you precise the
name of the institution and year of graduation.



To: sexymonkey@yahoo.com

managed

improved

achieved

created

influenced

etc.

Ideally, you want to list for each of your past
jobs the tasks you have achieved and the goals
you have reached. Make sure you use action
verbs that convey those achievements, such as:

Always ask someone else
to read your CV before
sending it! 

Typos are a deal-breaker
and can show a lack
attention to details.

INADEQUATE EMAILS

Creating an email address is free, so if you are still using your
old email address, it may pay off to create a more professional
one like firstname.lastname@xxx.com.

Keep the size of your text between 9-12 points
Use traditional styles like Calibri and Times New Roman
Avoid Comic Sans at all costs 

CONSIDER YOUR FONT

Customise your CV for the job you are
applying for: make sure the experiences
listed are relevant with the job title.

PHOTOGRAPHIES

This is not common practice in New Zealand to add a photo on
your CV. However, if you wish to add one, make sure it is not
just a selfie or a social media profile, 
but instead, a professional 
looking photo.

If you apply for a creative job, your
resume can reflect your design skills.
However, remember that the easier
your resume is to read, the better. 

You do not want to make it
complicated to find your relevant skills
and/or experience.

DESIGN

USE ACTION WORDS

TAILOR YOUR CV

PROOFREAD

DOS DON'TS
The 

Avoid personal information like how many kids you have, your
marital status or what you like to do after hours, unless it is
relevant to the job industry or job opportunity. There is such
thing as too much information. 

WINNING CV
Write a

The 

PERSONAL INFORMATION


